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The part that we just took up to read today has been known as Rinzai's Three Statements,

and it is a very important koan to study. The situation is that Rinzai takes the high seat in the

dharma hall and then at once a monk comes forward to ask a question.  This same koan is written

in other books besides the Rinzai Roku, but in another version of this koan it doesn't simply go

through  the  First,  Second,  and  Third  Statements.  Before  the   Statements  there  is  a  special

question, and then the statements are given. 

So  in  this  version  the  question  that  is  given  first,  before  the  questions  about  the

statements, is this. A monk comes forward and says, "What is the true Buddha, the true Dharma,

and the true Way?" In other words, what is true Buddha, or we could say true God,  what is the

true teaching, and what is the true way for us to put the teaching into practice? 

This isn't something new. Already in Buddhist sutras, such as the Vimalakirti Sutra, they

have talked about these three, the true Buddha, true Dharma, and true way, understanding that

they are not essentially separate from each other, but three parts of one thing.

As you know Buddhism, is a teaching that is about 2600 years old, and back at the time

when Buddhism was founded, they already had this essential way of thinking, that one divides

into three. When a teaching is called a religious teaching, then we can understand that teaching to

be a teaching based on the acknowledgment of God, but Buddhism is much different from that.

Buddhism does not acknowledge God in that way, so Buddhism is different from religions.

The religious point of view is to think that God was the one that created this universe,

God was the one that created our world. In Buddhism, however, we don't say that God made this

world, this universe that we live in. As I always tell you, this teaching called Buddhism, instead
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of recognizing God as the one that  makes our world,  recognizes,  acknowledges as valid the

thought that two essential opposing activities that we call tatha-gata and tatha-agata, or here to

make it even easier to practice and understand, we call plus and minus. Those two functions are

what makes our world, our home.

For all of you who, from the moment you were born up until today, have been taught in a

religious way, it's natural that for you Buddhism is very difficult to understand.  So what is the

teaching of Buddhism? As you listen more you will become clearer about this, but one thing we

can say from the start, is that Buddhism is a teaching that doesn't include God. It's a godless

teaching.

On the  other  hand,  because  religious  people  believe  so  fervently  that  God made the

universe, Buddhism doesn't negate that idea roundly. Although Buddhism doesn't say right from

the start that God made the world, it also doesn't go out of its way to negate that.  We have these

questions: How were we born, and how do we die? Why were we born, and why do we die? But

Buddhism first asks, Who is the one that can ask those questions? and answers, It's only you

yourself that can ask those questions.

Buddhism teaches that it is those two essential functions of tatha-gata, thus going, and

tatha-agata, thus coming, that give rise to all existent beings, that is to say, all selves, and also

give rise simultaneously to the world that all beings live in.  Buddhism recognizes the existence

of these two essential opposing functions, but not God.

This year I've just had the anniversary of my thirty-eighth year here in America, and I can

tell you from my experience that to be a Buddhist monk trying to do the activity of  dendo, to

transmit the way here, is very very difficult. So these thirty-eight years I've been living here have

been years of constantly running into this difficulty.  

Buddhism takes up these three things, true Buddha, true Dharma, and the true Way, and

further teaches that they are essentially one. But among other so-called religious teachings, for

example Christianity, there is also this same teaching of the unity of the trinity. Probably you

have already studied this because you've studied religions and especially probably have studied

Christianity, so you know about this teaching of the three stand points becoming one, the unity of
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the three. However, the Buddhist understanding of three is one and the Christian understanding

of the three stand points becoming one, I think it's fair to say, are very different from each other.

You are all Christians, and so you don't need me to explain to you the Christian idea of

three stand points becoming one, but I just want to tell you that my feeling is when I hear about

the Christian teaching, that it's very different from Buddhism. It's interesting to point out that the

founder  of  Christianity,  Jesus  Christ  himself,  was  not  the  one  who  came  up  with  this

philosophical notion of the trinity becoming one. This teaching of the trinity wasn't an original

Christian teaching. It in fact, I've been told, didn't first become part of Christianity, until the great

religious conference of Constantinople hundreds of years later, much later.

In order to try to teach Buddhism, which is very different from religion, to you, who were

brought up in a religious culture, I have been thinking that it is this very idea, the idea of the

three becoming one, that would be the most useful because it is in a sense already included in

Christianity, so it's close to Christianity. Leaving aside for a moment, the Christian idea of the

Trinity, I think that if you really can study the Buddhist way of thinking of three becoming one,

one becoming three, if you really can clearly grasp this principle, that essentially the three are

one, it is simply one that has divided into three, then you will know for yourselves how different

Buddhism and Christianity are.

On July 21st, the July 21st that we just had, that was my 38th anniversary of being here in

America, and I've been teaching this same principle of the one and the three, the one dividing

into three and then unifying back into one, for thirty-eight years, and today I will teach it again.

In this  version of  the story,  therefore,  the monk comes up and first  he says,  "Please

clearly explain to me the principle of true Buddha, true Dharma, and the true Way."  Rinzai

answered the first part of the question, "What is true Buddha?" in this way: he essentially said

that true Buddha is manifest by the heart activity, by the mind activity, when the heart activity

manifests itself purely that is true Buddha. And in answer to the question what is true Dharma,

Rinzai also talks about the heart activity, or mind activity, and says that it is doing the activity of

shining, it is doing the activity of brightness and light. 

And in answer to the question what is the true Way, in other words what is the road that
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we must walk, what is the teaching that we must actually do, what is our practice, he said, the

true practice is the practice of utter freedom, freedom from everything, not being tied up by

anything, not being tied up by your self, and not being tied up by others either.

These three activities,  as I said,  are essentially  one,  and that  oneness in Buddhism is

called emptiness.  That activity  of emptiness is described as having no fixed reality.  In other

words, to say this is true, but this is false; this is real, but this is a lie--all of those things are not

fixated. All three of these activities are acting without will, acting completely will-lessly, acting

without fixating what is real and what is not real, what is true and what is false, all three are

totally unfixated.

Why is it then that the I am, that a self, appears from this willless activity of emptiness?

You have to give rise to that question, that doubt.  Everybody knows that all existences that arise

will also disappear.  Existent beings manifest, but if you think that that state of being manifest is

the truth you're mistaken because it isn't fixated, it isn't a fixated reality, because every existent

being will then disappear, but if you think of having passed away or disappeared as a fixated

truth, that's also a mistake because again things will manifest. Therefore we say that both the

activities of being and non-being are not fixated.

It simply is not possible to explain the nature of ourselves without some way or another

finding  a  way  to  recognize  both  of  these  essential  functions.  We  have  to  recognize  both

appearing and disappearing, both thus coming and thus going, both the u, being, activity, and the

mu,  non-being,  activity.   If  you really  want  to  know yourself  and study the  very nature  of

yourself, then Buddhism says you have to find a way to recognize both the being and the non-

being activities, because these are what you are always meeting. You might wonder what's so

important about being and non-being, it seems rather random for Buddhism to simply recognize

those  two functions  as  being  useful,  but  you really  shouldn't  have  that  doubt  anymore;  you

should just go forward from here, striving to clearly recognize those two opposing activities.  As

I began telling you before Buddhism names these two activities in its own special way, calling

them tatha-gata, thus going, and tatha-agata, thus coming.

Also, Buddhism further teaches that, as everybody has experienced for themselves, when
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we look carefully at these two essential functions we know from our own experience that it is

inevitable  that  they  meet  each  other.   To  take  up  the  example  that's  closest  to  home,  that

everybody should be able to understand, how about the activity that forms men and the activity

that forms women. Aren't those absolutely different from each other?

Buddhism  further  teaches  that,  as  we  all  should  know,  those  two  very  different,

absolutely different activities, will without fail meet each other.  You folks seem to love to talk

about equality, but what about this situation of the two functions meeting each other? Is there

anything that demonstrates equality any better than that?  Buddhism is very strict and severe

about this. It says the philosophy of equality must be founded on the fact that the two opposing

activities meet each other.  If they never met each other, then they would always be manifesting

the state of distinctions and discriminations.  They do, however, inevitably meet each other, and

this brings us to the conclusion, this shows us clearly, that the two activities share one place to

act in, they're living in the same home.

If it were the case that plus and minus did live in separate homes, in separate worlds, then

eternally, and you folks love to, it seems, think about this eternally, eternity, well this would be

eternal non-meeting, they would never meet each other.

The conclusion that Buddhist teaching gives us is to say that these two essential opposing

functions of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, plus and minus, are simply activities, pure activities, that

reside in one shared home. From the very start, therefore, you must find a way to see how these

two functions working together working together manifest one place.  But Buddhism further says

that you also have to find a way to see that the two essential functions also sometimes are distinct

from each other.

These days Buddhism and other religions seem to be the same in that they are all trying to

teach  their  way,  do  this  activity  of  dendo,  transmitting  the  way.  The  Buddhist  way  of

transmitting the way is to teach the very nature of the self, and the very nature of this world we

all live in. Watch out! Don't go around talking about teaching or transmitting the way without

even knowing the definition of that word itself.

It's natural that the basic standpoint of Buddhist transmission of the way and that activity
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in other religions should be different from each other.  If all different teachings, all different

religions, taught about the nature of the self and the nature of the universe, the nature of this

world we live in, differently from each other, then it would cause lots of problems for everybody.

And that really is the situation of our world, everyone is causing lots of troubles for everyone

else. You can see that very easily by just reading a newspaper. Every day what the newspapers

report is just a bunch of war and conflict.

If you've been listening carefully you should know now just how important the teaching

of the three stand points being one is.  And if you look carefully at the origin of all of those wars,

or smaller wars we could simply call conflicts, they all stem from people insisting upon their

philosophy, their religious view, as being the correct one.  If all religions would teach clearly this

principle of the three stand points coming from the one and then inevitably again manifesting the

one then probably there wouldn't be any war or fighting.

Buddhism believes that if people truly grasped the principle of one is three and three is

one, then peace would come to this world. Therefore, we hold out the learning of that principle

as the ideal we should strive for. When people hold the same ideal and march together toward

that same ideal, then there's no fighting.  However, when politics and economics get involved in

the situation, and people think that asserting their so-called rights and authority and power is the

most important thing, then this fundamental principle of one is three, three is one, the three stand

points being one, is lost, and people fight.

So what about the first statement? It's important how you first pick up this first statement.

The one is three, the one divides into true Buddha, true Dharma, and the true Way. So what does

the First Statement refer to?  

The First, Second, and Third Statements are essentially one. Therefore, conversely, we

can say that the First, Second, and Third Statements are already included in the one. The state

that has bundled the First, Second, and Third Statements together into one bundle is the perfect

condition.  In Buddhism we call that state of perfection the state of zero, or the manifestation of

the activity of emptiness.

Buddhism also describes that same state to be the willless activity. Even, however, the
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emptiness activity isn't just one activity, isn't being formed by just one function.  In any motion,

in any activity,  even the emptiness motion,  the emptiness activity,  it  is plus and minus both

working together.  Buddhism says that the perfect condition, the complete state, the state that has

bundled the First, Second, and Third Statements all into one, is the state in which plus and minus

have unified, and that zero state in which plus and minus are one is also called the source of

everything. It's the state that doesn't need to be compared to anything other.  

Plus and minus become one. That is zero. That is the Buddhist activity of emptiness.

Japan is called a Buddhist country, and there's nothing wrong really with calling Japan a

Buddhist country. However, these days even in the so-called Buddhist country of Japan, many

people seem to take the emptiness activity as an object, and think that emptiness simply means

there's nothing there. That is the I am self looking at emptiness as an object--that is that kind of

emptiness.  So when Americans do the same thing, and take the emptiness activity as an object, I

simply have to think, Well, I guess, I mean they do it in Japan these days too, so it's not so weird

for Americans to always have this tendency to do that.

So even though I'm Japanese it's really hard for me to speak with young Japanese people

these days. Many Americans wanting to study Buddhism go to Japan, but most of them come

back disappointed about what they found there.   And what do they find there that's so bad?

Maybe we can say the worst thing they find is this tendency to always take the emptiness activity

as an object. They find that in Japan that's the popular way of thinking, and having found that out

they think, "| think I'd better go back to Mount Baldy and do zazen there."

I've met two or three people like this recently who went to Japan and came back very

disappointed  at  the  Buddhism that  they  found  there  and  the  reason  why  I  think  they  were

disappointed is that they this insistence upon taking the emptiness activity as an object.  

Another  way  I  can  tell  what's  going  on  in  Japan  is  because  some  Japanese  monks

themselves come here and then they blah blah blabber on and on about God this, Buddha that,

emptiness the other thing, all taking them as objects.  And then you because you're so pure and

honest in a way, you hear other Japanese monks speaking in this way and you end up thinking,

Well that roshi on Mount Baldy must be all wrong because the other monks say this other thing.
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If you're too pure, then the false teachings you take as true.  Be careful.

As for me, I'm trying my very best to avoid that. I don't care how rich Japanese Buddhism

is, I'm not going to compromise my Buddhism and take up something that I know is wrong. I'm

basing my life on my understanding of Buddhism and to actually live that understanding, to live

that for that Buddhism.

I was born in Japan, and I still have my Japanese citizenship, so it's natural that I worry

about  what's  going on in  Japan.   There  are  many Buddhist  universities  appearing  in  Japan.

However, it seems from my point of view that all of those universities are somehow based upon

cultural activities, this belief in the importance of culture. And certainly we must not fall behind

culturally, but if you base your Buddhism upon cultural activities it becomes mistaken.  We can't

live without culture, that's really true.  Without culture we'd be just like animals.  

A different distinct ideology inevitably will manifest.   But if you get tied up in these

cultural distinctions, then true equality never manifests.  But cultural people talk about equality

all the time even though they don't understand it. That's where all the mistakes come from. It's

fine for people to go around say that we need culture, but I think we've arrived at the historical

period where we really need to look more carefully at what that culture is. We need to meditate

on it, we need to reflect severely on our understanding of what culture is.

Leaving culture aside for a minute, let's look at what Buddhism has to say about reality. If

there  is  anything  that  could  be  called  true  reality,  then  there  can  only  be  one  of  those.

Provisionally accepting this idea of a true reality, Buddhism says that you have to find some way

to see that reality as the unification of plus and minus.  That reality is the one and only reality

that has gone beyond all comparisons, and in English we have various expressions we can use to

describe that: one Buddha nature, one god nature, one true nature: they're all pointing to that.

As I  always tell  you,  that  is  when plus  and minus are  one as  zero.   That  zero state

embraces all the First, Second, and Third Statements.  So right from the start you have to clearly

think that to even approach the First Statement you have to understand that the source, the origin

itself,  has already broken apart  or else the First Statement would not be distinct as the First

Statement.   The source,  the zero state,  is  the one that  includes  all  three statements.   So,  in
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Tathagata Zen we have to see that the perfect condition is the zero condition, and the condition in

which that  perfect  condition  has broken apart  and the three statements  appear  is  the human

world.  The complete state, the perfect state according to Tathagata Zen, is the activity of plus

and  minus,  tatha-gata  and tatha-agata,  being  totally  unified.   That  is  the  origin  of  all  three

statements.  So in the origin, the First, Second, and Third Statement are all included.  That's the

perfect  state.  It's  perfect.  It's  complete.  Therefore  there's  no need to  seek,  no need to  reject

anything.

Human beings love to teach and talk about equality, but true equality is not manifest until

that  person who's  talking  about  it  has  included  him or  herself  in  the  origin,  in  the  state  of

perfection.  So I guess you can call me a Buddhist, and I wear the Buddhist robes, and I do this

activity called transmitting the way. But there is no activity of transmitting the way other than

practicing the way itself. Practicing and teaching are one.

I spoke about the two activities meeting each other, and you might think that the state of

the  source is that meeting, but just meeting doesn't get you to the source.  As I'll talk about more

tomorrow, it's when plus and minus break through that meeting, break through each other and

experience each other that zero, that the source, manifests.

But the time is come to stop.

終

The End
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